
ARC MAGIC RESONANCE CHAMBER INSTALLATION



Remove chome breather 
pipe, inside the rubber pipe 
you’ll find this plastic valve 
above, squeeze it out then 
fit it into the rubber pipe 
next to the oil cap.



Undo these three jubilee 
clips at throttle body and 
at MAF and remove the 
stock resonance chamber.



Remove MAF harness connector and clip off the back of the 
airbox. Remove the two nuts holding the MAF to the air box 
and remove MAF.

NOTE: The MAF will be rotated so the connector points 
donwards when refitted, these bolts can be used for a 
support bracket.



Remove the three fixings holding the airbox and the one 
holding the intake pipe. Remove airbox. I replace all the 
bolts here just to keep hold of them. Both the top left 
and bottom left fixings can be used if you want to make a 
support bracket.



Take ARC Chamber and 
insert the MAF make sure 
you get it the right way 
round, you want to have 
the connector pointing 
downwards. 
Connect the pipe from the 
throttle body. Recconect 
the MAF harness to the 
connector.



Connect the rubber breather pipe you put the valve in a the start. Your ARC 
Chamber is now installed!

Now for some extra notes - it’s really up to you what you do with the 
bonnet stay some keep it where it is as a support - if you do make sure you 
put some sort of protection around the pipe coming out of the radiator on 
the left otherwise the stay will damage the pipe over time, also put some 
protection on the chamber or the box to stop the stay cutting into it as it’s 
only aluminium. Some reposition the stay or even put a set of bonnet lifter 
on instead it’s up to you. I would also put some protection on the frame of 
the bonnet above the ARC to stop rubbing.

I would only use the filter temporarily get yourself a K&N or similar good 
make. A good thing to do is to reposition the filter - get a bend and fit it 
behind you vented headlight or right at the back of the bay on the right of 
the washer bottle a good cold air feed can make a big difference.

If you haven’t done it yet, I’d get the 14deg BTDC timing mod done, it also 
makes a difference to low down torque.

I hope you enjoy it, I’m missing it already, any questions just drop me a PM.
EZ  RICH


